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SPECIAL MESSAGE OF CHRIST JESUS FOR THE 65th MARATHON OF DIVINE MERCY,
TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF FIGUEIRA, MINAS GERAIS, BRAZIL, TO THE
VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN DE JESÚS

First Message

The Sacred Gardener of Space comes today, showing His Aspect of Transfiguration, to announce to
the world the time of the great changes.

The hour is approaching, this moment is drawing near. For this reason, I come today to the Earth
through the portal of the great Sun that rules this Local Universe and this system of life.

I come to bring you the Laws of Transfiguration, those Laws that were applied during the
Transfiguration of the Divine Son on Mount Tabor.

You will need these principles in order to be able to live the changes and everything that the new
time will announce.

As you are in a moment of transition, these principles come to your aid because they will make of
your consciousnesses beings in greater contact with the Divinity of the Father, the Son and the Holy
Spirit.

This is part of a divine intervention, of a possibility and an opportunity that the flow of My Mercy
brings to the souls of this world.

And although everything is precipitating in all spaces of the Earth, you must still trust in Me,
because I will give you the sustenance that you need to be able to go through these times of
tribulation and of great definitions.

I bring you the opportunity of uplifting your consciousness, and, in this upliftment, attaining the
purpose that each one of you has come to fulfill in this humanity and within this planet.

The time is approaching to announce My true Aspect, that Aspect that I once showed to some of My
Apostles and that, in truth, until the current days, is only a mystery. But the door to the great
revelation is opening little by little. Time is forging this moment and also the planetary need.

The awakening of consciousnesses will be fundamental, through this impulse that I Myself will give
from the Universe to the Earth.

The transfiguration of your consciousnesses will allow you to simplify your lives, order your
movements and be in attunement with on High, which is the most important thing for these times.

Perhaps you will feel that what I tell you today is something abstract, but it will be something close
to your lives and consciousnesses, because, by My being closer to humanity, souls will be able to
capture My impulses and manifest them on Earth through experiences of love and service to
humanity.
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The change of consciousness will not be a formula nor a practice; it will take place through the
degrees of love and the constancy in their experience.

Thus, I will be able to reflect onto the surface of the Earth the New Christs, those who will have to
govern with Me in love and in humility, based on the simplicity of life.

Many, little by little, are approaching this path, but still more efforts will be necessary  to be able to
balance the maladjustments of humanity and of the planet, of everything that is violent which is
carried out by the human being of these times and of all the transgressions that are committed, day
by day, to life and to the Kingdoms of Nature.

The awakening of these Christs of the new time will begin within you, by means of the intervention
of the Law of Transfiguration and of all its principles that will try to transform the human
consciousness, leading it to a state of a new consciousness, which will begin with the living of the
message of the Hierarchy and of all of its attributes.

The portal towards this opportunity is opening to all, but someone will have to cross it. Or at least
some will have to cross it.

When this moment draws close, it will be a definitive moment, not only for these consciousnesses
that will take this step for many more, but also for the planet, that will be on its greatest apex of
definition and transition.

In truth, it does not matter who takes this step, but rather that this step be taken for all, just as I once
took it for each one of you.

You must keep in mind that this is the moment that was so expected by all the inner beings; the
moment of being able, in truth, to do what they have come to do and what they have come to fulfill,
beyond the circumstances and the tests, the confrontations or the challenges.

The Lord of the Universe comes with His Law of Transfiguration so as to be able to change it all
and so that, definitely, the Plan may be fulfilled, at least in some beings.

For this reason the Universe articulates itself for a great movement and unites for a great task, to
carry out  a mission on the planet and in humanity, which will go beyond any human situation or
any event.

This event will not be announced, it will just take place, and many will be able to benefit from it,
because it will be a help that will come from the Divine and from the Source, in order to reinforce
the commitments of the apostles of Christ and of the last apostles of the last days.

Today, the Gardener of the Universal Space again waters the Sacred Tree with His Water of Life so
that its roots may penetrate the earth even more and its tree crown of light may be strengthened with
the fruits of knowledge and Instruction.

Because, once more, the Sacred Tree will bear its fruits so that all may be able to avail themselves
and, spiritually, be nourished by its impulses and gifts.

Those who have eaten from the Tree and its fruits and did not know how to benefit from it, will feel
pity in their hearts for not having been humble, for not having humiliated themselves, for not having
recognized their ignorance and for not truly having asked for help.
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But those who were left behind, I will route them, just as I route the sheep that are not ready to take
the steps that I demand in this time.

Because everything has a meaning, beyond the material and the spiritual. Everything is part of a
Purpose and of a plan of manifestation for this humanity.

May this Ray of Transfiguration give you the impulse to the change of daily life so that the spirit of
each one of you can enter into your consciousnesses and carry out its task and its mission for these
times, leaving behind the instability and the disharmony, living the eternal present and the operative
mission with the Hierarchy of Light.

Thus, the portals of the Universe will remain open and, in spite of the confrontations, the universal
help will not lack. Because everything that happens has a meaning, is part of a school and a learning
experience; this causes the New Christs to awaken to the path of love and service, to the
unconditional experience for others.

May this Marathon represent this opportunity of transfiguring your consciousnesses and lives, and
of doing it in truth, committing yourselves at each moment of prayer and offering that you will
make to the Universe; knowing that all of this will also have a repercussion in Brazil, which needs it
so much for the next months. 

And all this moment of prayer will stop unnecessary events and difficult tests for this dear people
that is alive in the center of My Heart.

I will thank as from now for the offering of each Brazilian and also of each praying being of the
Earth, because this is not only restricted to a country or a people.

Each situation that is lived in each part of the Earth is part of all of humanity, because humanity is
only one, it is the same family that has become sick and distanced itself from God for different
reasons, and for all of this and for all consciousnesses, will need to come the Ray of Transfiguration
and Healing, so promising for these critical times.

Celebrate this Marathon with Me, in joy and bliss.

May the faces of those who live upon this Inner Sanctuary be of joy and not of sadness, because the
one who accepts the invitation will be helped and will be transformed.

Embrace, then, My great call and the assistance of the Universe, which will come to Earth and will
be within your reach.

I offer you My Experience as a demonstration that it is possible to live the Transfiguration, and that
this Transfiguration begins in the small and also in the invisible; from there is built the true inner
temple that is offered to God as an act of great surrender.

I wish you a most beautiful Marathon and a joyful day, because the apostles, untiringly, will have to
announce the triumph of Christ in each human heart. 

From the great Sun that rules this Milky Way, in union to the center of the Universe and the great
Star of the Brotherhood that governs all the worlds, and in union with the Spiritual, Mental and
Material Universe, where God is, and is invincible, I bless you in the name of the Father, the Son,
and the Holy Spirit. Amen.


